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Voices of Visual Studies 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Strategies of Il/legibility: Lorraine O’Grady, Gayatri Spivak, 
and Visual Decipherment 
 
Courtney R. Baker 

 
 
 
This essay seeks to explicate a practice of visual reading that respects the dissem-
bling practices of women of color. To greet this challenge, I discuss the promise 
of a visual reading praxis that could respect the opacity and illegibility of women 
of color performance and image as strategic complications of hegemonic interpre-
tation. I argue for a practice of reading that leans into both the promise and the 
productive frustration of incomplete decipherment. I maintain that such reading 
can function as an ethical praxis of criticism and analysis. 

The works with which I am generally concerned, and which serve as points 
of analysis in this essay, are elaborately constructed, complexly performed visual 
images. The first is the costume of the Bengali American postcolonial critic Gayatri 
Spivak. The second is the artwork of the African American artist Lorraine 
O’Grady. I analyze these works in order to underscore the intentionality of women 
of color as creative makers. Additionally, I focus on their works to underscore the 
imperialist impulse of a visual reading praxis oriented toward fixity. The leap from 
the European imperial taxonomies of humankind to the classification of artwork 
and non-European subjectivities is not so great.1 

Spivak’s and O’Grady’s deliberate expressions announce themselves as 
having at best a complicated relationship with a consensual notion of the real. Ra-
ther, it is reading—and, through my attempt here, writing—unfolding over time, 
not instantaneously available, that activates their work (labor) and their works (im-
age). I argue, moreover, that these objects are less artifice than artifacts in the sense 
that they are aesthetic signposts of meaning. They are the products of self-
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conscious creative and intellectual production—features that have historically 
been aligned exclusively with men, whiteness, and the global North. 

Here, I am displacing, too, the authority and expectation of a philosophi-
cally disinterested judgment (i.e., a judgment that presumes that valuations of taste 
can be cleanly divorced from embodied assessments) favored by modernist art 
criticism, celebrated most powerfully by the art critic Clement Greenberg in the 
post–World War II US art movement.2 Instead, I offer an orientation that arises 
from a situated utterance and a deeply politically interested position. 

The critical aesthetics scholar Stephen Best has offered an alternative mode 
of aesthetic approach by proposing that art viewers “think like a work of art.” This 
radical posture acknowledges and incorporates the space between the seer and the 
seen as an essential locus of fluctuating knowledge. Rejecting the presumption that 
proximity equates to certainty, Best offers a scheme of aesthetic relation that en-
dows the visual artifact with its own autonomy. In his book None Like Us, Best 
interrogates the art viewer’s conceptual shift from “representation to matter, fig-
uration to literality” as an expected but not exclusive drive toward conclusive 
meaning—“an undertow, or gravitational pull, in one particular direction, an in-
cessant drive toward the literal.”3 For Best, the “literal” denotes the actual, a con-
sensus of meaning that circulates within a discourse of real meaning. In my analysis 
to follow, I retain Best’s skepticism about the real and play—in a deconstructionist 
sense—with the implications of the word literal as indicating that which is inscribed 
(on the body or in the frame) as a locus of a thwarted desire for fixity and a site of 
productive intellectual play. 

The works presented by Spivak and O’Grady are concerned with race and 
gender as devalued bodily markings. These markings are not abstract symbols but 
politically charged codes. The objects, then, do not permit the reader or viewer an 
objective distance or a disinterested perspective. In fact, through a juxtaposition 
of these and other visual codes, organized or explicated in such a way as to deny a 
linear or coherent narrative of the woman of color subject, these objects, by ap-
pealing to the visual sense, disrupt the ostensibly natural practice of reading. These 
visual scenes are jarring and unsettling for this reason. I am privileging the visual 
scene in these objects because the visual here actively denies a linear narrative or-
ganization of information.  

I would like to take a moment to define certain terms, as this project is as 
much about the potential fluidity of signs as about the myriad meanings conveyed 
by those signs. This essay offers the notion of seeing as a form of reading. While 
vision is foregrounded in both works as presentation, their meanings—while elusive 
and subversive—are usefully broached as representations, thereby recommending a 
method that engages the object of study as texts within a field of significations and 
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signs. As is perhaps apparent, with this gesture I am activating the methodologies 
of semiotics and poststructuralism locatable in the explorations of culture heralded 
by such figures as Roland Barthes, Jacques Derrida, and especially Stuart Hall.4 
While vision or, more properly, visual encounter is foregrounded in these works, 
the viewer-cum-reader is compelled to consider that which can be seen prior to 
that which can be logically inferred, deduced, or extrapolated. The structure of 
logic in these works is deferred. The narrative structure is collapsed, and the reader 
is left to consider the terms (images or words) being presented. It is my intention 
to argue that the strategic foregrounding of the visual is able to deny linear narra-
tive organization and thereby open up a space for an irreducible subjectivity.  

The bodies at issue here (i.e., both the bodies in the works to be analyzed 
and the bodies who produced the works) have worked to escape the colonizing 
practices of hegemonic reading. Although these bodies are racially and sexually 
marked, they refuse to be read as receptacles of prescribed meanings of essential 
identities. These bodies have become complicated, fragmented. It is therefore not 
simply coincidental that the producers of the works I discuss are both women of 
color.  

Having thus explained what I take to be the two fundamental positions to 
consider in the art of reading, I offer my readings of the two works—one pre-
sented as a selection of theoretical writing, the other as a work of visual art.  

In the “Culture” chapter of Spivak’s book A Critique of Postcolonial Reason 
(1999), the author presents the reader with her costumed body as a text for an 
analysis of labor and transnational movements of capital. Near the end of the chap-
ter, amid a more conventional Marxist analysis of the garment industry, labor, and 
global markets, Spivak describes the clothing on her body at a specific moment in 
time and space. She uses “the example [of] Gayatri Spivak on a winter’s day at an 
opening in New York’s New Museum” to “place the export-based garment indus-
try in transnationality” and to “explain that transnationality [does] not primarily 
mean people moving from place to place.”5 She describes the “cheap” and “unat-
tractive” top that was mass-produced in Bangladesh by an English-based, interna-
tional clothing company, and contrasts it with the “exquisite” sari made by a 
weaver’s collective in Bangladesh. Spivak goes on to describe the teamwork, tradi-
tion, and craftsmanship involved in the collective, and explains how private subsi-
dizing is needed to maintain the collective in the face of the colonization of the 
international garment industry. She then states, “Thus I was standing in the mu-
seum wearing the contradiction of transnationalization upon my body, an exhibit, 
though no one knew it.”6  

What I am interested in here is less the issue of transnationalization per se 
than the author’s offering of her body as an exhibit that is both seen and not seen. 
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There are at least two layers to this notion of “seeing and not seeing”: first, there 
is the idea that the visual field yields a phenomenological complexity that the act 
of writing cannot; then there is the issue that what we, the readers, are presented 
with is not really Spivak’s body but Spivak’s text. Our reading is thus doubly frus-
trated. Were we present in the museum with Spivak at this moment, we would 
have her body and the contradictions written on it immediately available to us, but 
we would not know how to read it, nor to read it at all: “an exhibit, though no one 
knew it.”  

We are therefore reliant on Spivak’s writing and, moreover, her instruc-
tions on how to read her body for information about transnationality. But the text 
that guides the eye operates like a frame, hedging the view and, by extension, the 
available interpretations: “an exhibit.” I choose the word hedging deliberately here 
because I do not think that the frame that Spivak has used is absolutely limiting. 
There is a great deal that is outside the frame to which Spivak alludes (the Bangla-
deshi collective, the international clothing company). The object, then, of the 
reader’s gaze is not a simple, contained body but a highly complex one, adorned 
with multiple layers of meanings or terms whose absolute meanings, in the spirit 
of Derridean deconstruction, are endlessly deferred. As a result, the project of 
reading Spivak’s body/text simply (i.e., as simplistic) is equivalent to not seeing it 
at all. 

“I don’t know whether to read it or to look at it,” or words something to 
that effect, were spoken by a visitor to the studio of the artist Lorraine O’Grady.7 
The object with which the visitor was having so much trouble was Studies for Flowers 
of Evil and Good (1998). 

The work consists of digitized palimpsests, displayed as diptychs, that pre-
sent three overlapping layers of portraits, paintings, and text. The layers consist of 
Pablo Picasso’s painting Les Demoiselles d’Avignon; a portrait of Charles Baudelaire 
and his black paramour of twenty years, Jeanne Duval; text from either Baude-
laire’s poetry or of the artist’s invention (meant to represent the language of Du-
val); and photographs of O’Grady’s female ancestors. In the press release from the 
work’s 1998 exhibition at Thomas Erben Gallery, the work is succinctly described 
thus: “In these diptychs, a Nadar photograph of Baudelaire is juxtaposed with a 
Baudelaire drawing of Duval. Each is layered with crops from Picasso’s Les Dem-
oiselles d’Avignon, as well as with text constituting an imaginary dialogue.”8 

Picasso’s 1907 painting Les Demoiselles d’Avignon is often understood to rep-
resent a watershed moment in the history of Western art. As the art historian Hal 
Foster notes, the painting marks “a bridge between modernist and premodernist 
painting, a primal scene of modern primitivism. . .. The painting presents an en-
counter in which are inscribed two scenes: the depicted one of the brothel and the 
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projected one of the heralded 1907 visit of Picasso to the collection of tribal arti-
facts [most notably African masks] in the Musée d’ethnographie du Trocadero.”9 

The layers of O’Grady’s work form a palimpsest, with each image strug-
gling with another to articulate meanings, to tell the story of modernist aestheti-
cism, of interracial love, of the experience of gender and racial hierarchies. The 
stories intersect, overlap, and occlude. A painted face hovers ghostlike over Bau-
delaire’s shoulder. The familiar words of his poetry disappear into shadows, are 
cut off by Picasso’s hard angles. In other images, Baudelaire’s pen-and-ink sketch 
of his “mistress” is deepened by the shading in the painting overlay.  

The (dis)organization of the terms in this work (the Picasso painting, Bau-
delaire, Duval, the written text) effectively obscures any easily available meaning. 
The terms themselves are immediately available. One might begin to read this work 
thus: “Baudelaire is the father of modernist aesthetics. Picasso is the great mod-
ernist painter. Blackness and womanhood are repressed subjectivities.” Of course, 
the terms are not innocent; they are iconographic. But any attempt to reduce the 
work to a singular meaning remains frustrated. If a value judgment is being made 
here, for example, on the status of modernity or Picasso, then it is quite convo-
luted.  

I am intrigued by the related tropes of “the exhibit” for Spivak and “the 
visual art object” for O’Grady as texts that are set off, framed, removed from the 
continuum of “the real” as exemplars. What is significant about the moment de-
scribed by Spivak, and what led me to read this section more closely, is her privi-
leging of the exhibit as a useful method of practicing deconstructive self-reflection. 
Indeed, it seems that the museum is the only space in which such a reflection could 
occur. Spivak becomes an exhibit in the space of the museum. The museum here 
operates as a deferring mechanism. It signifies a space in which the complicating 
effects of temporal and spatial contexts may be momentarily bracketed. In the 
museum, Spivak sees her body not as she really is but as she wants to: in this case, 
for the purpose of furthering a critique of capitalist transnationalism. I do not wish 
to challenge the purity of that desire to see one’s self (or one’s object of study) as 
one wants to. I suspect it is, in fact, deeply problematic to suggest that any space 
might provide a venue for pure analysis. Nevertheless, I believe it is still the visual 
that holds the possibility of exposing those desires. The experience of viewing 
O’Grady’s work (and O’Grady’s experience in composing the work) foregrounds 
desire. Out of the consternation of not knowing whether to look or to read 
emerges the desire to “just look,” to “just read,” to “read or look in the proper 
order” or in a “useful order.” For me, I am capable only of reducing my encounter 
with this work to a desire to know, a desire that is quickly followed by an art lover’s 
impulse to “do right” by the work.  
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I want to offer the project of reading the visual as denaturalizing the con-
cept of reading as knowledge production. In ideal circumstances, the visual is 
nonnarrative. Its offering of objects and icons to the visual sense is unbiased in 
that it does not indicate a beginning point or a priority. Visual reading, then, is a 
project of narrating the reader’s desire through the excavation of an elected intel-
lectual agenda. In this scenario the focus of the reading process could then be 
transferred from the objective (the intellectual agenda) to the subjective (the nar-
rative of the reader’s desire). The knowledge produced would inevitably form a 
dialect of sorts, between the goal of the critical analytic work and the agency of the 
reader (now author).  

As the art historian Stephanie Sparling Williams explains of O’Grady’s 
Studies, thwarting the impulse to fix a reading of Black women was inherent to the 
artwork’s process, not just its ultimate form. Williams notes that O’Grady located 
a paucity of records of Duval in the archives from which to draw for her piece. In 
the artist statement that accompanied the work’s premiere at the ICA Boston, 
O’Grady acknowledged her own desires to know and, indeed, perhaps, to fix an 
image of Duval that could reflect an image of herself in another era and another 
country. As she explains of the text in the work, “Her words are a fiction, written 
by me, to fill the silence of this woman-without-speech, and I know that I am as 
guilty as Charles. I too am using Jeanne.”10 O’Grady’s awareness of “using” Duval 
as Baudelaire had, to pursue a deeper knowledge of not only Duval but of herself, 
amplifies rather than diminishes the critique of intellectual and aesthetic entitle-
ment that is, I argue, central to the work. In this, O’Grady enacts what Williams 
calls a “speculative orientation” in which “accumulated voice and presence ‘out of 
turn,’ deployed conceptually to render the figure of Jeanne Duval physically and 
intellectually present.”11 Speculatively and spectrally, Duval is sited as a figure of 
recalcitrant knowledge, ultimately and by design visible but not knowable. 

Visual reading as I have envisioned it here is a sort of autoethnographic 
performance. In attending to the visual, in working through one’s relationship to 
a visual object, one produces a unique textual interpretation, a spectacle of analytic 
encounter. Spivak’s writing and reading of her own body is an example of that type 
of spectacle. O’Grady’s productively frustrated reading (and writing) of Duval is 
another. Although the immediacy of their bodies is displaced for us (the readers 
of their texts), we nevertheless have another object available to our gaze: the spec-
tacle of their self-reading. Visuality in this project of reading is thus mirrored and 
repeated. What begins with a look, ends with a look. The possibility of new, unique 
readings therefore remains open, and the final word, the ultimate judgment, is end-
lessly (and I think happily) deferred. 
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* * * 
 
Courtney R. Baker is associate professor of English at the University of California, 
Riverside and the author of Humane Insight: Looking at Images of African American 
Suffering and Death (University of Illinois Press). Her research on narrative ethics, 
the politics of representation, and theories of the human has appeared in print and 
online publications as well as in podcasts and lectures such as Camera Obscura, the 
Emmett Till Project, and Left of Black. She is currently writing a book on Black 
film formalism. 
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